Calibration of prover tanks making use of a Coriolis mass flow meter as the master meter
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Abstract. Calibration of volumetric proving tanks can be done using different methods. For the calibration of large proving tanks the master meter method can be used as a good alternative to the volumetric transfer method or the gravimetric method. When the master meter method is used in most cases a positive displacement meter is used. A better option is to make use a Coriolis mass flow meter as the master meter. Test data is presented of a calibration of a proving tank with a nominal volume of 500 L. Small repeatability figures can be obtained of consecutive calibration runs with a Coriolis mass flow meter. Also the linearity of the meter factor curve of the Coriolis mass flow meter makes this a better option for the master meter method.
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1 Introduction

When liquid hydrocarbons are sold from one company to another the amount of liquid is measured under local laws for legal metrology. In most cases this is done by an installation that contains a liquid flow meter to measure the actual volume, volume at reference conditions or mass of the amount of liquid transferred. In most countries re-verification of these flow meters needs to be performed at a regular interval. In the field this is mostly done by collecting the liquid into a proving tank in order to prove the delivered volume of the liquid flow meter (volume and/or mass). The proving tanks also need to be recalibrated at a regular interval. There are several methods to do this. For proving tanks with large volumes this is a complex task because it is not possible to use the gravimetrical method since most laboratories do not have weighing scales which are big enough. The proving tank can also be part of a facility and cannot be shipped to the laboratory. In most cases smaller proving tanks are used to perform the calibration (10 × 100 = 1000 L). This method is known as the “volumetric transfer method”. This is a time consuming and labour intensive method and can introduce systematic measurement errors. An alternative method to establish the reference volume of the proving tank is the so-called “master meter method”. A liquid flow meter (master meter or reference meter) is calibrated against a reference standard at the laboratory or on location and then used to calibrate the proving tank. The calibration of the master meter can be done against a weighing scale, reference (master) proving tank or a pipe prover. Common practice until now is the use of PD type flow meters as the master meter. In this paper we will show that a Coriolis mass flow meter is at least as good or maybe an even better option than PD flow meters since PD flow meters are affected by temperature changes and the meter curve can influence the outcome of the calibration. It is even possible to just use a Coriolis mass flow meter without a reference standard if used in the correct flow range of the Coriolis mass flow meter. The measurement uncertainty calculations show no differences between the liquid flow meter types. It also makes it possible to calibrate with hydrocarbon as test medium instead of water.

2 Prior knowledge and boundaries for this paper

The master meter method is used to calibrate a variety of instruments like flow meters, pipe provers and proving tanks. This method is described in many standards and best practice guides. Many laboratories and companies that perform calibrations using the master meter method refer to the Manual of Petroleum Measurement Standards from the American Petroleum Institute (API) [1].

We need to set some boundaries for this paper as it is impossible to go into all aspects. We will present a calibration using a Coriolis mass flow meter as the master meter to establish the volume of a proving tank. We sometimes will relate this to the use of a PD meter since this is common knowledge as laid down in standards.

To be sure that the master meter method works for the calibration of proving tanks VSL performed a method
comparison between the gravimetric method and the master meter method using a Coriolis mass flow meter. For this comparison 3 proving tanks with a nominal volume of 50, 100 and 1000 L were used and two Coriolis mass flow meters of different manufactures as the master meters. The results of this comparison between the two methods show only a small difference in volume of the proving tanks. The biggest difference found was less than 0.003\% in the calculated volume.

3 Setup of the calibration

After completing the calibration method comparison the master meter method was used to calibrate four large proving tanks of 500, 1500, 2500 and 4000 L (Fig 1). These proving tanks have a calibration history of at least 15 year making use of the master meter method and in some cases the gravimetric method. In the past the calibration was performed making use of a PD meter. In the calibration setup one Coriolis mass flow meter with an inlet diameter of 50 mm was used during all calibrations and during one of the calibrations a second Coriolis mass flow meter with an inlet diameter of 80 mm was used. The Coriolis mass flow meters are from two different manufactures and were mounted in series. Two weighing scales with a maximum load of 10000 and 3500 kg where used to calibrate the master meters according to the gravimetric method. The resolutions for the read out of these weighing scales are 0.05 and 0.02 kg.

In this paper we will focus on the calibration of the 500 L proving tank and where needed the information of the other proving tanks is also included. The used flow rate was 250 kg/min. All calibrations and tests are performed using the Water Flow calibration facility of VSL in The Netherlands located in the city of Dordrecht (Figs. 2 and 3). This facility is the National Standard for liquid flow measurements in The Netherlands and has one of the lowest CMC’s in the world for mass, mass flow, volume and volume flow. It holds entries in CMC database for NMI’s under the CIPM MRA at BIPM as low as 0.02\%. This also implies that VSL holds a ISO/IEC17025 [2] accreditation by the Dutch council for accreditation RvA under number K999. The CMC and measurement uncertainty for the master meter method are calculated according JCGM 100:2008, evaluation of measurement data – Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurement (GUM) [3].

Using a Coriolis mass flow Meter is not as easy as the use of a positive displacement (PD) meter and you always need to make sure that the Coriolis mass flow meter is setup in the correct way. This includes the piping configuration, insulation, and the connection to the proving tank but also includes the correct setup of the parameters in the electronics. Before the calibrations took place it was checked whether the Coriolis mass flow meters were connected and setup correctly for the use during the calibration. It is also necessary to make sure that the liquid pressure is almost the same when flow goes to the weighing
tank or proving tank. For setting up the Coriolis mass flow meter the manual of the manufacturer was used as well as ISO 10790:1999, measurement of fluid flow in closed conduits – Guidance to the selection, installation and use of Coriolis meters (mass flow, density and volume flow measurements) [4].

At least the following calibration sequence was used at a convenient flow rate that made it possible to have flow for at least 2 min during a calibration run. Start with three calibration runs or more of the Coriolis mass flow meters against the weighing scale to establishing the Meter Factor of the Coriolis mass flow meters in mass and volume. Five or more calibration runs to establish the volume of the proving tanks making use of the Coriolis mass flow meters volume and mass readings. Finish with three or more calibration runs of the Coriolis mass flow meters against the weighing scale establishing the Meter Factor in mass and volume.

The average Meter Factors of the start and finish calibration runs were used to establish the volume.

During the calibration of the 500 L proving tank the following calibration sequence was used. Five start calibration runs, ten volume calibration runs and five finish calibration runs.

4 Calculation of the volume of the proving tank

To calculate the volume using the master meter method with a Coriolis mass flow meter both the mass and volume readings of the meter can be used. The volume calculation is the same when using a PD meter.

4.1 Calculation using mass indication

4.1.1 Calibration of the master meter using the gravimetrical method

Reference mass passed through the master meter:

\[ M_{\text{ref}} = \frac{(M_{\text{stop}} - M_{\text{start}})(1 - \frac{\rho_{M}}{\rho_{a}})}{(1 - \frac{\rho_{a}}{\rho_{L}})} \]

where:

- \( M_{\text{ref}} \) Reference mass passed through master meter;
- \( M_{\text{stop}} \) Indication of the weighing scale at the end of a calibration run;
- \( M_{\text{start}} \) Indication of the weighing scale at the start of a calibration run;
- \( \rho_{a} \) Density of air;
- \( \rho_{M} \) Density of the used weights;
- \( \rho_{L} \) Density of the used liquid.

Mass Meter Factor of the master meter:

\[ MMF = \frac{M_{\text{ref}}}{M_{\text{ma-mm}}} \]  

where:

- \( MMF \) Mass Meter Factor of the master meter;
- \( M_{\text{ref}} \) Reference mass passed through master meter;
- \( M_{\text{ind-mm}} \) Indicated mass by the master meter.

4.1.2 Calibration of the proving tank using the master meter method

Volume of proving tank at reference conditions:

\[ V_{\text{pt-ref}} = \frac{(M_{\text{ind-mm}} \cdot MMF)}{\rho_{\text{pt}}(1 + \gamma_{\text{pt}}(T_{\text{pt}} - T_{\text{pt-ref}}))} - R_{\text{pt}} \]

where:

- \( V_{\text{pt-ref}} \) Volume of proving tank at the reference temperature;
- \( M_{\text{ind-mm}} \) Indicated mass by the master meter;
- \( MMF \) Mass Meter Factor of the master meter;
- \( \rho_{\text{pt}} \) Density of the liquid inside the proving tank*;
- \( \gamma_{\text{pt}} \) Cubical thermal expansion coefficient of the proving tank material;
- \( T_{\text{pt}} \) Temperature in the proving tank;
- \( T_{\text{pt-ref}} \) Reference temperature of the proving tank;
- \( R_{\text{pt}} \) Reading of the proving tank in relation to the zero stripe.

4.2 Calculation using volume indication

4.2.1 Calibration of the master meter using the gravimetrical method

Reference volume passed through the master meter:

\[ V_{\text{ref}} = \frac{(M_{\text{stop}} - M_{\text{start}})(1 - \frac{\rho_{M}}{\rho_{a}})}{(\rho_{a} - \rho_{M})(1 + \beta P_{\text{mm}})} \]

where:

- \( V_{\text{ref}} \) Reference volume passed through master meter;
- \( M_{\text{stop}} \) Indication of the weighing scale at the end of a calibration run;
- \( M_{\text{start}} \) Indication of the weighing scale at the start of a calibration run;
- \( \rho_{a} \) Density of air;
- \( \rho_{M} \) Density of the used weights;
- \( \rho_{L} \) Density of the used liquid;
- \( \beta \) Compressibility factor of the liquid;
- \( P_{\text{mm}} \) Pressure in the master meter.

Volume Meter Factor of the master meter:

\[ VMF = \frac{V_{\text{ref}}}{V_{\text{ind-mm}}} \]

where:

- \( VMF \) Volume Meter Factor of the master meter;
- \( V_{\text{ref}} \) Reference volume passed through master meter;
- \( V_{\text{ind-mm}} \) Indicated volume by the master meter.
4.2.2 Calibration of the proving tank using the master meter method

Volume of proving tank at reference conditions:

\[
V_{pt-ref} = \frac{\rho_{mm}(V_{ind-mm}VMF)(1 + \beta P_{mm})}{\rho_{pt}(1 + \gamma_{pt}(T_{pt} - T_{pt-ref}))}
\]
(6)

where:

- \(V_{pt-ref}\): Volume of proving tank at the reference temperature;
- \(\rho_{mm}\): Density of the liquid in the master meter;
- \(V_{ind-mm}\): Indicated volume by the master meter;
- \(VMF\): Volume Meter Factor of the master meter;
- \(\beta\): Compressibility factor of the liquid;
- \(P_{mm}\): Pressure in the master meter;
- \(\rho_{pt}\): Density of the liquid inside the proving tank*;
- \(\gamma_{pt}\): Cubical thermal expansion coefficient of the proving tank material;
- \(T_{pt}\): Temperature in the proving tank;
- \(T_{pt-ref}\): Reference temperature of the proving tank;
- \(R_{pt}\): Reading of the proving tank in relation to the zero stripe.

* Density of water is calculated using the mass density equation recommended by BIPM. This is the so-called Tanaka equation [5]. The input is the temperature observed in the proving tank. Temperature measurement and correction are done according ISO 8222:2002 [6] and OIML R120 [7].

5 Test data and calibration results

For the calibration of the 500 L proving tank five calibration runs where performed at the start to calculate the meter factors (Tab. 1), ten calibration runs for the volume (Tab. 2) and five calibration runs at the end to calculate the meter factor again (Tab. 3).

During all measurements the liquid pressure was kept between 2.2 and 2.3 \(\times 10^5\) Pa(g). This was done as the used Coriolis mass flow meter has a pressure correction of \(-0.012\%\) per \(10^5\) Pa. During flow the liquid pressure may and will vary a little bit. An uncertainty is introduced for the fluctuation of the liquid pressure and the change in liquid pressure during the calibration runs to establish the meter factors (mass and volume) and the reference volume of the proving tank (change of flow path).

During the calibration the minimum and maximum liquid temperatures varied between 20.11 and 20.32 °C.

It took almost five hours to complete the calibration. This includes the time to flow, waiting time to make a reading and drain time.

In the tables a summary of the results can be found.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Calibration start runs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average (–)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Calibration runs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ten calibration runs to establish the volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average (–)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Standard dev. mean (%) | 0.0016 | 0.0015 |
| Δ Max-Min (%) *** | 0.017 | 0.013 |

* Calculating using the mass indication of the master meter.
** Calculating using the volume indication of the master meter.
*** The maximum difference between the maximum and minimum found volumes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Calibration closing runs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Five calibration closing runs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average (–)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ MMF from Start Run (%)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard dev. mean (%)**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* According to API MPMS an absolute difference of 0.02% is allowed. In all calibrations this difference was never bigger than 0.008%. During many calibrations with PD meters this allowable limit was always close to 0.02%.
** Calculated over 5 start en 5 closing calibration runs.

6 Possible measurement uncertainty difference between the use of PD meters and Coriolis mass flow meters

In this chapter only the possible differences in measurement uncertainties between the two meter types are described.
6.1 Measurement uncertainty in temperature

A Coriolis mass flow meter is affected by temperature but the good thing is that the instrument itself corrects for temperature. A temperature sensor is mounted on the tube wall. A temperature calibration is performed by the manufacturer to give each Coriolis mass flow meter a correction factor for temperature. Even when an average temperature shift of 3 °C occurs between the start and closing runs to establish the meter factor it shows not a lot of difference in results. The results show that the difference was less than 0.002%. During the calibrations of different proving tanks the differences were equal or smaller than this number. During other type of calibrations on Coriolis meters where the temperature was raised intentionally the results show the same independency to temperature change.

For PD meters a stable temperature is needed to make sure the meter factor does not change. At a temperature shift of 3 °C between the start and closing runs to establish the meter factor it can already exceed the maximum allowable shift of 0.02%. A lot depends what type of PD meter is used but generally spoken the PD meter is much more affected by a change of temperature than a mass flow meter would be. The reason for this is the gap between the housing (body) and the rotor. This rotor can be of any type like sliding vane, oval gears, etc. The leak flow through the gap is depending on the viscosity of the liquid and therefore a PD meter needs to be selected for this type of calibration.

In general it can be assumed that the measurement uncertainty due to temperature change will be smaller for a Coriolis mass flow meter.

6.2 Measurement uncertainty in pressure

A Coriolis mass flow meter is affected by pressure but the good thing is that correction can be made for it. It is also possible to connect external pressure devices to Coriolis mass flow meters to allow the instrument to correct by itself. During the calibrations the pressure was kept between 2.2 and 2.3 × 10^5 Pa. The contribution to the measurement uncertainty of this difference was calculated. The biggest advantage is that mass is not affected by the compressibility of the liquid used.

A PD flow meter when applying a low pressures (<5 × 10^5 Pa) is almost not affected by pressure. The contribution to the measurement uncertainty is so small that it does not show up in the calculations. The largest measurement uncertainty contribution due to pressure when using a PD meter is the change of volume of the liquid used as a consequence of the pressure changes (Eqs. (4) and (6)). The compressibility of a liquid is temperature dependent.

In general the contributions to the measurement uncertainty due to pressure are very small and will be more or less the same when using water as test liquid.

6.3 Measurement uncertainty due to Meter Factor curve of a PD meter vs. flow cut off and Meter Factor curve of a Coriolis mass flow meter

The biggest measurement uncertainty source could be a wrong cut off in the Coriolis mass flow meter. A Coriolis mass flow meter always indicates a little flow even when there is absolutely no flow. Therefore a zero check and/or calibration needs to be performed. The zero check should be done at least before and at the end of the calibration runs. It is recommended to set the zero flow cut off to 0.1% or smaller. If the flow is ramping up at the start of a calibration run the time that no mass and volume is recorded lasts less than 0.002 s. The same occurs when ramping down. Then the contribution to the measurement uncertainty due to ramping up and down the flow is very small and during the time interval of ramping up and down on average half of the calibration flow rate. For the calibration of the 500 L proving tank this calculated to be less than 0.010 kg. The good thing is that this happens during the calibration of the Coriolis mass flow meter establishing the meter factors but also when calibrating the proving tank. This measurement uncertainty then is reduced to almost nil and can almost be assumed to show up as random in the repeatability.

The little changes in flow rate during the calibration runs will not introduce measurement uncertainty as the meter factor curve is almost flat for Coriolis mass flow meters (Figs. 4 and 5).

For a PD meter the meter factor curve can be the biggest measurement uncertainty. During ramping up and ramping down the volume indicated is affected by the meter factor curve. It is also very important to choose the correct flow rate for the calibration. If the flow rate chosen for the calibration runs is in a steep part of the meter factor curve then small changes of flow rate will affect the results immensely. According to API MPMS [1] it is allowed to have 5% flow rate changes if the Meter Factor in this range does not change more than 0.02%. For older master PD meter this can be a problem (Fig. 5).
In general the meter factor curves of Coriolis mass flow meters are flatter and therefore will contribute less to the measurement uncertainty both in types A and B evaluation of the measurement uncertainty.

7 Discussion and recommendations

After performing these calibrations and other tests with Coriolis mass flow meters we can see big improvements in the master meter method. Therefore we would recommend the following discussion:

1. Update the current written standards and best practice guides for the use of the master meter method with Coriolis mass flow meters.
2. It is no longer necessary to use water for the calibration since the biggest uncertainty source for other liquids is the lack of knowledge of the compressibility factor. With Coriolis mass flow meters this factor is not included in the calibration model and is not used.
3. When calculating the measurement uncertainty it shows a smaller expanded uncertainty then before. This is due to the repeatability of the master meter and some other benefits for some measurement uncertainty sources like temperature and meter curve errors. This leads to an improvement of the expanded measurement uncertainty to 0.03% for the master meter method. It is too early to make this conclusion valid. More proof is needed and a re-calibration of at least these four proving tanks needs to guarantee the new meter type in an already proven method.

8 Conclusions

The calculated measurement uncertainty for the master meter method using the VSL water flow facilities of the four calibrations performed are smaller than 0.04% (in calibration certificates rounded up to 0.04%). The calibration data over 15 years show that the band of the volumes found is for all proving tanks about 0.02%. These calibrations include the gravimetrical method and master meter method. Also the methods used vary from time to time but the stability for the proving tanks is better than 0.02%. Therefore the conclusion can be made that the master meter method using a Coriolis mass flow meter is valid.

No start and closing measurements are needed when a Coriolis mass flow meter has been calibrated with the same liquid in the last year (see Fig. 5). There is enough data available to show that Coriolis mass flow meters are stable in time and are not influenced by the liquid temperature and that within limits the meter factor curve will stay valid. There are a few diagnostics that can be used to prove the meter factor curve has not changed. The most important is the zero flow check. A measurement uncertainty of 0.04% is still achieved when not calibrating the Coriolis mass flow meters Meter Factors. This measurement uncertainty includes the stability in time of the Coriolis mass flow meter Meter Factors (mass and volume).
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